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Commenced
Completed
Cost                  £
Map Reference
Position

Type
Ditch
Guns
Barrack Accom.
Present use

History

Disposal
Condition
Access

Sources

9th April 1890
20th November 1894
2,544
SZ 68106 99131
Outwork to Fort Cumberland,
Eastney Portsmouth.
Coast Defence High Angle
None
2
Inside Fort Cumberland
Overgrown. Part of Fort
Cumberland Ancient monument
Experimental mountings for high
angle fire.
When Fraser closed 2006
Fair
Arrange with  English Heritage at
Fort Cumberland
High Angle Fire Batteries by David Moore Redan
36. National Archive plans WO78 4164

1893    
2 x 9-inch R.M.L.  H.A. guns
1907 Disarmed

High-angle batteries were not common.  At Portsmouth a high angle battery for two 9-inch RML HA was proposed  by
the Defence Committee for Fort Cumberland in 1888. Authority was given for the construction in 1890 and work
commenced in April of that year. The battery was built by Bramble Brothers of Portsea and was added to the west side of
Fort Cumberland to bear on the western approaches to Portsmouth Harbour and Spithead and was later referred to as
‘Cumberland Battery’ in armament returns. The battery consists of two gun emplacements for 9inch 12ton RML guns,
each adapted to take a particular mark of mounting. The left one for gun the mark 1 mounting has a loading rail running
along the parapet and a loading derrick whilst the one on the right is of much simpler construction for the mark 2
mounting, which had its own loading stage. Access to the battery is via a gate from the ditch or via short tunnel from the
ditch of Fort Cumberland, south of the Ravelin. Part way along this tunnels is an ammunition store for the HA battery
consisting of shell, cartridge and artillery stores. Behind the two gun positions is an Artillery Group Store constructed in
the glacis of the Fort. moulded into the concrete apron of the gun emplacements are two cartridge recesses and a
telephone shelter. The battery was surrounded on three sides with a barbed wire fence. Two guns were in place but
awaiting carriages in 1893. They appear to have been the two trials mountings Mark 1 and 2. 

The Mark I mounting, the Elswick Ordnance Company design, is built up of steel and was designed to fire at high angles
of elevation from 30 degrees to 70 degrees. Only one was made. The Mark II, of Royal Carriage Department design, is of
steel and is similar in principle to the Mark III but this was the first one manufactured of this type, and was an ordinary
dwarf C pivot slide with side brackets built on it to support the cradle and gun. Only one was made.The quoted range for
the 9inch HA was 10,500 yards for a 360lb shell propelled by 14lb Cordite Mark 1 size 7.5 charge.

The two guns were mounted by 1899, possibly earlier, but were deemed unnecessary by 1905 and were to be removed. It
was disarmed in 1907. At a later stage the earth of the glacis at the rear of the gun emplacements was excavated and store
buildings added when the area became part of the nearby gun ranges of the Royal Naval training facility know as ‘Fraser
Battery’ and then an experimental MOD section run by QinetiQ. The battery is now part of the ancient monument of Fort
Cumberland administered by English Heritage
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1. Ammunition Store
2. Artillery Group Store
3. 9inch RML HA Mk1
4. 9inch RML HA Mk2
5. Cartridge Recess
6. Telephone Shelter
7. Barbed Wire Fence


